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By Sarah Siese, Amanda Statham

St Christopher's Publishing Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Heaven on Earth
Honeymoon Islands, Sarah Siese, Amanda Statham, How do you find the perfect honeymoon - the
holiday with the greatest potential to be treasured like no other? Heaven on Earth specialises in
singular, inimitable experiences. Chapters roam from private islands in the Caribbean to buzzing
metropolises - rooms range from those filled with state-of-the-art technology to rustic simplicity.
However, all the locations have certain things in common: seamless service, indigenous mystique,
and a range of experiences tailored for honeymooners. Far from the usual cliches, memorable
experiences could include anything from swimming with endangered whale sharks, to a sand-
between-the-toes dinner candlelit by the Southern Cross. The locations truly have been gathered as
a labour of love. Unlike any other book in this genre, hotels can't buy their way in. Selected
destinations were vetted, visited, and scrutinised to the finest detail, and only our favourites, those
that soared above the rest, have been included in this elegantly designed book - your ticket to the
perfect honeymoon. Expert romantics Sarah Siese (founder of Heaven and Earth) and Amanda
Statham (travel editor of Cosmopolitan and You & Your Wedding magazines) know their...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading through but extremely exciting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I am pleased to explain how here is the finest book i actually have read inside my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Mr s. Ellie Yost II--  Mr s. Ellie Yost II

It in one of the most popular publication. We have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to study again once more later on. I am just delighted to
tell you that this is actually the finest publication we have read through in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II--  Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II
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